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MISSION STATEMENT

To nurture the full academic and personal 
development of all in the school community.

To enhance the self-esteem of each person in 
an environment of mutual respect.

To attempt, as a Catholic school, to apply the 
caring values of the Gospel to all aspects of 

our school life.

To foster good relationships within the school, 
with parents and with the local community.
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t St. Colman’s College, Fermoy, weAcontinue to be guided by our 
Mission Statement in maintaining the 
commitment to develop and nurture 
every boy in their academic pursuits 
and their personal development. 

During their time here, the 
boys will have opportunities to develop 
their skills, set high standards for 
themselves, grow in confidence, attain 
academic results beyond their 
expectations, be ambitious, make 
confident career decisions, act 
independently and face challenges with 
honesty and courage. 

When students leave the 
College they will follow past Colmanites 
as well rounded young men with 
independent minds who respect the 
differences of others. They will possess This prospectus introduces you much aware of the importance of 
a true sense of self worth and justice, to the school and its many continuing these achievements.
being able to speak for themselves and opportunities but it is well worth a visit As Principal and Deputy 
for purposes greater than themselves. too, either at an Open Day or on an Principal we have been entrusted with 

We follow in the footsteps of individual tour. There is so much to see guiding the education of future 
many people who have cultivated the and plenty to talk about but the most Colmanites and of continuing the 
rich and proud traditions of academic important thing of all is to come and get tradition of producing high calibre 
and sporting achievements that St. a sense of the place, its staff and its students ready to take their place in the 
Colman's is best known for since 1858. pupils to see  how they feel about their world. We do our utmost to continue 
We are very much aware of the lives as part of the St. Colman’s “family” the excellence in education that St. 
historical significance of being the community here. Colman's has been renowned for since 
custodians of this great College and very its founding over 150 years ago. Veronica O’Donoghue - Principal

Garvan Queeney - Deputy Principal

“Docendo
  Discimus”

“By teaching
       we learn”

- Seneca 6AD
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St. Colman’s College shortly after its opening - students playing cricket on lawn First President of St. Colman’s College was Dr. W.T Croke, 
patron of the GAA after whom Croke Park is named



t. Colman’s College, Fermoy has a day,  Colmanites have been  and are Srich history and a tradition of over being very successful in the education, 
one hundred and fifty years of learning academics, religion, the legal 
and achievement. Since its opening in profession, the army, technology, the 
1858, the boys’ College has been at the medical profession and in all branches 
centre of academic and sporting life in of commercial life.  
Fermoy and is justifiably proud of all its One of the hallmarks of the 
students. Through the generations, ex College’s history has been its willingness 
‘Colmanites’ have gone on to excel in all to meet and welcome change over the 
professions and many have elevated years. St. Colman’s has a strong, unique 
themselves to the highest echelons. The tradition of staying faithful to its noble 
school has evolved and grown over the past while enthusiastically embracing all 
years but the tradition of excellence that is modern and innovate about its 
established from the start is still very future.
much in evidence today. Today, in the 21st century, 

The first president of St. change continues. There are no 
Colman’s was Fr. Thomas W. Croke (later boarding students in the College now, 
Dr. Croke) first member and patron of but the St. Colman’s tradition of 
the G.A.A. The school has traditionally excellence in the provision of the best 
attracted staff of the highest calibre possible educational opportunities to its 
which, allied with committed, pupils is as strong as ever. St. Colman’s 
progressive and forward thinking College secrets of success are the strong 
management, has reflected in the foundations of history and tradition 
academic prowess of so many allied with innovation and  achievement 
generations of students.  

Thomas MacDonagh, Irish patriot and 
scholar, was a teacher in St. Colman’s 
and when Irish nationalist Pádraig 
Pearse visited, he was  very impressed. 
He wrote “ "The most heartening place 
I visited was St. Colman's College. The 
whole professorial staff from the 
President down, are enthusiastic to a 
man.” The teachers union ASTI was 
formed by teachers from St. Colman’s.

Colmanites have contributed 
significantly to the culture of our society 
over the years.  One of the first pupils to 
enrol was John Joyce, father of the well 
known James Joyce. Famous authors 
Peadar O'Laoghaire and Canon Sheehan 
of Doneraile were both past-pupils, the 
latter being described as “the greatest 
living novelist” by  Leo Tolstoy.

Originally established as a 
boarding college, St. Colman’s 
curriculum was so framed that students 
could be prepared for any calling they 
wished to follow in life. This ethos is still 
true and right through to the present over the generations.

Tradition

“The past is
the foundation
 for the future”
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‘Round the Grounds’ championship - an annual tradition

St. Colman’s Hurling All-Stars
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Curriculum
Junior Cycle

All first year pupils are given an orientation course within the first few weeks of the school year. It is designed to 
help pupils through the sometimes difficult transition from primary to secondary school. It is presented by 

teachers and deals with issues such as study techniques, timetables, discipline, making friends, communication 
skills and coping with peer pressure, bullying, etc.

All students study the following core 
subjects to Junior Certificate level:

• Irish
• English
• Mathematics
• Science
• History
• Geography
• Religion
• C.S.P.E. , SPHE, Wellbeing, PE

Pupils take three other subjects to 
Junior Certificate level. The subjects 
are arranged in blocks from the 
following and students choose one 
from each block

French

German
Business

Technology

Art
  Music

Technical  graphics

Each pupil is given every opportunity to take higher 
level in all subjects in the Junior Certificate 
examination.



Senior Cycle

Transition Year Leaving Certificate L.C.V.P.

Curriculum
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Over 90% of our students take Transition Year. 
It is available to pupils who have completed their 

Junior Certificate. It is optional and places are 
allocated after application and interview.

Subjects (all year round): 

Irish, English, Mathematics, French or 
German, Religion, Geography, History, 
Physics, Chemistry, Biology, Economics, 

Business Studies, Accounting, DCG, 
Career Guidance, Physical Education, 
Water-Safety, and Computer Studies 

Modules (half year): 

Mini-Company, Media Studies, Work 
Experience and Vocational Preparation,  
Art, Driving Awareness, Cookery, First 

Aid, Public Speaking, Film Studies, 
President's Awards, Coaching , Future 

Leaders, Philosophy and Chinese 
Studies. 

Modules are constantly under review.

This programme can be taken by fifth
and sixth year pupils. It is a very beneficial

programme which helps to improve
presentation and computer skills.

It allows students to gain valuable
points for entry to I.T.s and Universities

and is a valuable addition to a 
student’s C.V.

The pr

Leaving Certificate
Vocational Programme

Students must choose four subjects 
from subject-choice below. Blocks are 
based on student survey and may vary 

from year to year:

Applied Maths 
Agri-Science 

Business   
Chemistry 

Art
 French 
German 
History

Politics & Society

D.C.G.
Biology 

Geography 
Physics    

Economics  
Accounting  

Construction 
Studies
Music

Religion and PE
are also taught to all senior cycle students



Mike Ross - past pupil and Six Nations’ rugby world champion gets hero’s welcome in SCC

Michael Buckley receives the JP McManus 
Scholarship 2018

Owen O’Keefe - past pupil,
Champion Swimmer and Person of the Year 

Past pupil Gearoid Towey - four time Irish Olympian
& former World Rowing Champion

Sean Holland receives his 
Scholarship from UCD 2018

7 As and 615 points for Cormac Mulcahy 
Leaving Cert 

Kevin McCarthy NASA United Space 
School Graduate 2018

Past pupil  and current teacher at St. 
Colman's - Colm Spillan Cork Hurling star

Past pupil Capt. Stephen Molumphy
- former Waterford Hurling Star

Past pupil and Limerick Legend Andrew O' 
Shaughnessy being filmed in SCC for TG4 
Laochra Gael

Dean Ryan Champions 2017



t. Colman’s College encourages University College Dublin. In addition to Severyone to excel and aim high in all these, two more Colmanites received JP 
that they do at school, whether in McManus scholarships. 
academia, sport, art, music or drama. A The College also has an 
strong academic focus is at the heart of established reputation for sporting 
the College and is based on the excellence, both within the school, 
principles of encouraging lifelong throughout the region and increasingly, 
learning, independence and a culture of nationally. Our excellence at a 
intellectual curiosity. Supported by competitive level works hand in hand 
dedicated and inspirational staff, pupils with a strong school ethos of embracing 
are challenged to question, to be a ‘sport for all’ philosophy.
reflective and to develop the life of the The provision of the arts and 
mind. 

talents the opportunity to experiment 
and excel. Recently drama has had a 
revival  with stage performances each 
year, as well as annual talent shows. music at the College gives pupils of all 

St. Colman’s has always had a 
strong academic tradition, with an 
impressive track record of excellent 
examination results. The vast majority 
of our pupils secure third level places 
comfortably in a widening range of 
disciplines including medicine, finance, 
business, economics, engineering, 
sciences, agriculture, as well as the 
traditional trades. In the past three 
years one of our sixth year students 
secured Ireland's top leaving certificate 
grade, at higher level, for his Design & 
Communication Graphics paper;  three 
students received Entrance Scholarships 
based on their academic achievement in 
the Leaving Certificate; two in Trinity 
College Dublin and another pupil at 

Excellence
“..if we chase
perfection we
can catch
excellence...”
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St. Colman’s College 
consistently exceeds 

the national average in 
Leaving Certificate 

Examination Results

RESULTS AVERAGE
OVER LAST THREE YEARS

St.Colman’s
Average              

National
Average              

Leaving Cert
Points              

500+       17%    12.7%

450+       28%    24.4%

400+       44%    36.6%

Figure based on last 3 Years

“The standard of teaching and learning observed during this inspection was consistently very high and
on several occasions, excellent.”

- DES School Inspector’s Report

Recognising excellence at the annual St Colman's Awards night

St. Colman's leaving Certs -Where are they now?



The traditional motto worn by St. Colman’s teams
reflects the Colmanite’s sense of belonging.
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Chaplain Fr. Eamonn - ‘the listener’ ‘Green Day’ at St. Colman’s

Colmanites for life
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ne of the most important pastoral care service that is both Ostrengths of St. Colman’s College is student-centred and student-specific in 
its unique ethos of care and counselling its outlook.
for all students. “Big enough to cope but 
small enough to care” would be an apt 
description of the almost family St. Colman's offers a quality, 
atmosphere nurtured in the College. inclusive learning experience for all 
The boys in St. Colman’s proudly students appropriate to their needs. 
become ‘Colmanites’, quickly Class teachers supported by a dedicated 
developing an identity all of their own S.E.N. team work together to ensure 
and experiencing a unique sense of that students identified as having 
belonging. special educational needs receive the 

Our Chaplain Fr. Eamonn is on support they require in order to achieve 
hand each year to meet and greet the their full potential. The support 
new first years, helping them settle in. provided follows consultation with the 
We have very strong social and sporting student, parents, teachers and outside 

links with local primary schools which agencies such as N.E.P.S. and N.C.S.E.A 
facilitates the smooth transition A Personal Pupil Plan may be put in 
from Primary to Post- Primary. place, which outlines the type and level 

of support which helps to access a 
    broad, balanced and differentiated 

curriculum to achieve success. 
Our guidance counsellor, The range of supports in place 

include: tuition classes, resource 
teaching, computers and assistive 
technology, reasonable accommodation 
in exams, tailored curriculum, subject 
exemption, access to special needs 
assistant, mentoring.

Ms Patricia Kiely gets to 
know the students on a 
one-to-one basis as a 
large amount of time is 
allocated to meeting 
students individually. This 
assists them in many 
ways: subject choices; 
study techniques;

aptitude testing; CAO and UCAS 
applications; college/university open-
day visits. The guidance service also 
provides an opportunity for the boys to 
discuss their academic progress as well 
as chat about any personal challenges 
they may be facing in their lives. 
Ireland's teenagers are living in quite a 
demanding world so it is extremely 
important that this safe environment is 
available for them to seek support. 

As the saying goes, "Find a job 
you love and you'll never have to work 
a day in your life", very relevant when 
students are making their subject 
choice for leaving certificate. Choosing 
subjects in which they have a keen 
interest gives them a greater chance to 
excel. 

There is a great variety of 
careers being pursued by our recent 
graduates, testament to the organic 
way in which students are allowed to 
carve out their own path when 
choosing their third-level options. We 
place great emphasis on listening - 
whether it is during the first few days 
here or the last few hours. We listen to 
the boys' anxieties and ambitions so 
that we deliver  a guidance,  counselling  
and In St. Colman’s . . . we care.

           Special Educational Needs

The Guidance Counselling 
Service

Care & Counselling
“Nobody cares

how much 
you know, 

until they know 
how much 
you care.”

Guidance and Counselling



Language StudiesMathematics Sciences

Woodwork & Technology History Geography & Seismograph Studies

Carol Service Music Computers & ICT
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eaching and learning is a social communicated to students while self-Tprocess and in St. Colman's we place assessment and peer-assessment is also 
promoted.  In line with our continuous 
assessment policy, parents receive a 
quarterly update of their son's progress. 
This gives students ample time to set 
themselves targets and provides teachers 
and parents with sufficient time to 
support the student in setting attainable 
academic goals.

The College promotes a method 
of teaching and learning that fosters 
commitment from its pupils, promotes 
tolerance, good manners and hard work.  
Academic skills, social skills and basic 
decency developed at second level in St. 
Colman’s College will serve the boys very 
well in their further education or careers. 

great value on fostering positive student-
teacher relationships. We have found that 
this has contributed hugely to the success 
of our school.  

Traditionally, our student 
enrolment figures offer us a wonderful 
opportunity to ensure that the student is 
at the centre of everything we do.  Caring 
for a population within the range of five 
hundred and fifteen, we nurture and 
enable each individual student with a 
greater understanding of his educational 
journey. 

We set very high expectations 
for students, always challenging them to 
reach their potential. Since pupils learn in 
different ways, we teach using a variety 
of methodologies. We employ an 
assessment for learning model in our 
classrooms and our teachers encourage 
students to become more aware of their 
own style of learning. Pair work and 
group work feature frequently in lessons; 
quality prompt feedback is 

Teaching & Learning

“Decide...
Commit...
 Succeed”

Scholarships
In recent years top performing students have won scholarships to

Trinity College, UCD, UCC and UL

“The school, in its mission statement, aspires to foster good relationships within the school, with parents 
and with the local community. Clear evidence was observed in the course of the inspection that this 

aspiration has become a reality within the school”

“..... it is clear that school management and teachers have appropriately high expectations for the 
students in their care”

- DES School Inspector’s Report

- DES School Inspector’s Report



Senior student Prefects

Hospital visits

Model United Nations

Green SchoolsCharitable partnershipsPoetry Aloud - National Winners
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Good citizenship, accountability and are accountable for pupil development in offers an enriching experience for 
consideration for oneself and for others their positions as Year Head and teacher. students, broadening their horizons and 
are hallmarks of this responsible ethos.They take responsibility for pupils in their providing an enhanced sense of self-

care, encouraging them to reach the worth.
height of their ability by supporting and St. Colman’s has enjoyed long 
monitoring their progress. established links to the wider community 

t. Colman’s College takes its Equally, all pupils are expected in the Fermoy hinterland and the many 
to immerse themselves in the many exceptionally valuable contributions Sresponsibility towards student

development very seriously. The College opportunities presented to them. St. made by generations of boys at the 
always aims to provide an educational Colman’s College culture of personal College has sustained and continues to 
experience that is the richest, responsibility extends to the Prefects, sustain, this relationship. 
most diverse and exciting possible in Student Council and the very popular 
an atmosphere that provides support, ‘Drop Everything And Read’ and paired 
encouragement and care for everyone. reading programme where older 

Our experienced, motivated students mentor younger ones in literacy.  
teachers, overseen by the College’s Such posts of responsibility develop and 
management and mentoring department improves organisational, self confidence 

and leadership skills.
Each year Colmanites are given 

the chance to take responsibility as 
Prefects or Student Council members. 
They represent the College and their 
fellow students, developing a strong 
sense of social conscience in the process.

Many are involved in voluntary 
service in the community taking the form 
of assisting local, charity organisations, 
hospitals or other community based 
projects. In addition to putting 
something back into the community, this 

Student Development

“Mol an óige 
agus 

tiocfaidh sí”

Student Council Elections
- first taste of the democratic process

Student show their support for CorkStudent debating - Munster Finalists 



Declan Kidney - Rugby mentorSurfing Puc Fada

School Musical St. Colman’s Hurlers in Cork Hurling Development Squads Athletics at Mardyke

Health Walk / Jogging Track School Tours Golf



t. Colman’s College carries anSenviable reputation for excellence 
and achievement recognised in 
extensive further education circles. To 
include St. Colman’s on a CV carries a 
cachet all of its own. 

This excellence comes from the 
College providing a richness of 
academic opportunity, a development 
of the individual, a fulfilling of potential 
and the chance for all to develop their 
talents and discover new skills in a 

unique blend of traditional and modern 
surroundings.

Recent years have seen 
significant investment and improvement 
into the fabric of the school. A regular 
poilicy of continous upgrading and 
provision of new, innovative educational 
facilities has paid off with a high 
standard of facilities for all faculties.

The College itself is set in 
beautiful grounds overlooking Fermoy 
and is an inspiring location. 

Within convenient distance, the 
St. Colman’s Sports Campus provides an 
extensive range of facilities,
including three full size pitches, all-
weather floodlit tennis courts, sports 
hall complex, new dressing rooms 
/showers and the very popular 1.25 km 
long health walk/jogging track 
around the perimenter of the campus.

Opportunity
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Lee Dobson receives his scholarship
for Medicine from NUIG 

Three all weather floodlit tennis courts

Modern dressing rooms

-5 full size pitches
-1.2km Health Walk

-New Floodlit Tennis Courts
-Dressing Rooms
-Sports Pavillion-

Gym-
Indoor Sports Hall

-Woodwork /construction building
-Technical Graphics Room

Latest CAD PCs and Software
-Biology, Chemistry & Physics Labs

-Music Room
-Art Room

-Pottery Room
-Media Room & Library

-3 Computer Rooms
-Earthquake Seismograph
-Resource / Tuition Rooms
-Learning Support Rooms

-Canteen
-Chapel

-After School Study



Golf / Pitch & PuttFootball Athletics

Rugby Chess Club Rowing

Hurling Soccer Basketball



here has always been a strong hugely important in encouraging Tculture in the school of student participation without 
facilitating, encouraging and concentrating on winning. The 
affirming those who partake of benefits of such a wide variety of 
sporting activities. In the recent past, sporting activities at all levels (both 
pupils have represented St Colman's competitive and non-competitive) 
in various sports including: hurling, are far reaching and are much more 
football, soccer, rugby, basketball, than just physical benefits. 
tennis, badminton, golf, pitch and 
putt, swimming, eventing, athletics, Making time for exercise is shown to:
handball and rowing. -Reduce stress

Pupils' successes in sports - Improve self-confidence
- Enjoy the great outdoors
- Prevent cognitive decline
- Alleviate anxiety
- Boost brainpower
- Sharpen memory
- Increase relaxation
- Tap into creativity
- Inspire others.

outside school such as cycling, 
rowing etc. are publicly lauded. It is 
fair to say that a culture of 'taking 
part' is fostered in the school. 

In a recent survey 68% of the 
6th year pupils indicated that they 
had represented St. Colman's in sport 
at some level. The percentage of 1st 
years taking part in some school 
based sporting activity was higher at 
89%. These figures are well above 
national average and reflect the 
emphasis and work that has been 
done over the last number of years in 
educating students on the benefits of 
physical activity.

Non competitive in-school 
activities also play a very important 
role in adolescent exercise in 
St.Colman's. School activities such as 
class and year Blitz's, orienteering, 
outdoor pursuits and Sports Days are 

Sport & Extra Curricular
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Extra Curricular 
Activities

First Year hike ......... always great fun



FERMOY

Applications & Further Information
Applications for admission to St. Colman’s College commence

in October each year and the entrance assessment test 
is held the following February.

Further details and application forms may be downloaded
from our website www.stcolmanscollege.com

St. Colman's College,
Fermoy, Co. Cork.

P61 A563
Tel: 025- 31930 / 31622   Fax: 025- 31634
offce email: office@stcolmanscollege.com
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